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Textured silicon thin films are deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering in hydrogen-rich plasma
on s100d-Si and amorphous SiO2 substrates. We quantitatively determine, combining x-ray texture
analysis, x-ray reflectivity, transmission electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy
measurements, and Raman and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analyses, the structurescell
parameter and mean electron densityd and microstructurescrystalline fraction, preferred
orientations, anisotropic crystallite sizes, thicknesses, etc.d of these films. For both kinds of
substrates, no perfectk111l orientation is observed whereas a systematic elongation of the
anisotropic Si crystallites along onef111g direction is present. A small elongation of the Si cell
parameter of the nanocrystals is found without internal stress. With the substrate to target distance,
the crystalline fraction and mean electron density show an opposite behavior to that of the film
porosity. The former increases and the latter decreases, and are correlated to the texture evolution.
Preferred orientations are observed with texture strengths around two to three times a random
distribution, with a tendency to achieve lower strengths for films grown on SiO2 substrates. The
texture components are evolving with the substrate to target distance, withk110l andkhh,l s, larger
than 2d orientations favored for smaller and larger distances, respectively. All these microstructural
properties are correlated with their optical properties and more particularly to their refractive index
and their optical band gap. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1841461g

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanocrystalline silicon thin films are promising struc-
tures for a wide range of applications in micro- and optoelec-
tronics sflat panel display applications, solar cells, thin-film
transistors, etc.d.1 Many studies have been carried out on
films produced by vapor phase deposition techniques at mod-
erate to relatively high temperatures600–750 °Cd, resulting
in polycrystalline Si films with columnar growths. Such films
exhibit texture components which vary with the deposition
conditions and result in residual stresses, and are generally
linked to the crystallite morphologies.2 The lowering of the
process temperature, to enable the use of low cost substrates
such as common glasses and flexible polymers, is the main
challenge to these large areas of microelectronic applica-
tions. The use of low temperatures leads generally to the
growth of amorphous silicon films, but recently crystallized
silicon layers have been achieved by synchrotron-radiation
decomposition of disilane,3 by plasma-enhanced chemical-
vapor deposition4 sPECVDd, and also by our group using the
reactive magnetron sputteringsRMSd.5 The interactions be-
tween the growing surface and the reactive hydride radicals
present in the hydrogen-rich plasma originate films by
PECVD and RMS techniques that are a mixture of amor-
phous and crystalline silicon. The growth and crystallization

mechanisms are still a matter of debate,6,7 even though the
key role of the highly reactive hydride species is now de-
scribed by about three models.8,9 Unfortunately, these
mechanisms influence the resulting refractive indices via the
crystallite sizes and crystalline phase amounts of the filmssin
general, layers with large grain size have a small refractive
indexd. Although the growth mechanisms involved are of
prime importance, key answers could be provided by a care-
ful characterization of the films, in terms of structure and
microstructure. Unfortunately, such a full investigation re-
mains a hard task, for many reasons:sid the films are com-
posed of polycrystals exhibiting preferred orientations;sii d
the nanocrystals exhibit anisotropic shapes;siii d they are
mixed with amorphous silicon and porosity; andsivd the
films are deposited on various substrates.

We present in this work the results obtained using a re-
cently developed x-ray technique, which is able to combine
quantitatively the texture, structure, and anisotropic shape
determinations. We complement the x-ray diffraction studies
by x-ray reflectivity, Raman and infrared spectroscopies, and
electron and atomic force microscopies in order to give ac-
cess to other microstructural parameters such as porosity,
crystalline fraction, etc. In this paper, all the structural and
microstructural parameters of the films are correlated to their
optical propertiessrefractive index and Tauc optical gapd.adAuthor to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:

magali.morales@ensicaen.fr
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II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Silicon thin films were grown by a radio-frequency mag-
netron sputtering technique in a plasma mixture of H2 and Ar
at 200 °C on amorphous SiO2 sa-SiO2d and single-crystal
s100d-Si substrates. The process used is detailed elsewhere10

and the deposition conditions were the following: a power
density of 2 W/cm2, a total pressure of 10−1 Torr, and an
80% of hydrogen partial pressure. For both kinds of sub-
strates we varied the target-substrate distanced. For a-SiO2

substrates thed values were 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 12 cm corre-
sponding to samples labeled A, B, C, D, E, and F, respec-
tively, while on s100d Si two typical d values were chosen,
d=6 and 12 cmssamples B’ and F’, respectivelyd, aiming at
a comparison of the substrate effect.

The structural and microstructural characteristics of the
films were carefully characterized by the following tech-
niques: conventional x-ray diffractionsXRDd, quantitative
x-ray texture analysissQTAd, specular x-ray reflectivity
sXRRd, Raman spectroscopysRSd, transmission electron mi-
croscopysTEMd, Fourier transform infraredsFTIRd spectros-
copy, and atomic force microscopysAFMd.

For usual XRD and XRR experiments we used a Philips
X-Pert MRD at the average CuKa radiation slCu

=1.5418 Åd equipped with a point scintillator detector. For
the former, we measured the films with a step of 0.01° in a
symmetric su–2ud mode and then in an asymmetric mode
using an incidence angle ofv=0.5°, while the latter scans
were restricted to a maximum of 1° inu range due to the
rapid decrease of the signal in our films. To refine the XRR
data, we used theREFLEX

11 program using the Fresnel for-
malism and sample and beam size corrections with aqz reso-
lution of 0.0006 Å−1. An off-specular reflectivity scan was
performed in order to check that no any significant diffusion
signal was present in the specular scan.

The conventional TEM observations were done on a Jeol
200 CX while the high-resolution TEM images were ob-
tained on a Topcon 002B instrument with a 0.18-nm resolu-
tion using cross-sectional specimens. The TEM specimens
were prepared using the standard ion-milling technique.

The crystalline volumessfcd of the films deposited on
a-SiO2 were estimated by the deconvolution of Raman-
scattering spectra as described in details elsewhere.12 The
argon laser beam usedsl=514.5 nmd had an estimated pen-
etration depth in the silicon of 300 nm. In this approach the
polycrystalline asymmetry of the Raman modes and the scat-
tering yield of the amorphous and crystalline species are
taken into account.

The FTIR experiments were done using a Nicolet Nexus
FTIR spectrometer on thin films deposited onf100g-Si sub-
strates in the 500–4000-cm−1 range with a resolution of
2 cm−1. An incident angle of 65° was chosen, near the Brew-
ster angle of the air/silicon interface, in order to reduce in-
tensity losses. All the spectra have been normalized by the
film thicknesses and the signal of thef100g-Si substrate has
been subtracted.

The surface morphology of the film was studied by AFM
on a Nanoscope III extended multimode instrument from

Digital Instrument using a tapping mode. We scanned over
10 mm2 in surface within a 0.2-nm resolution.

In order to correlate the structure and microstructure
with the optical properties of the films deposited ona-SiO2

substrates, we have determined the refractive index of the
films by optical transmission spectroscopy using a Perkin–
Elmer Lambda 9 ultraviolet-visible spectroscopysUV-VISd
spectrometer from 0.4 to 4.1 eV. Using the transmission and
absorption,asld, coefficients of the thin films, we have de-
duced the values of the Tauc optical gapEg.

13

As the usual XRD patterns of the films exhibited pre-
ferred orientations and anisotropic line broadening, QTA was
performed with a simultaneous Rietveld refinement includ-
ing anisotropic line broadening and film thickness analyses.
We used a Huber four-circle diffractometer and a curved po-
sition sensitive detectorsINEL CPS 120d, which spans a
120° range in 2u, allowing the simultaneous recording of
several pole figures and the full diffraction diagram.14 These
latter were measured by scanning the tilt angle of the goni-
ometer,x, in the range of 0°–35° using 5° steps. We then
acquiredsfor x=35°d diagrams for the azimuthal angle,w, in
the range of 0°–360° using 5° steps, in order to check for
possible in-plane orientation. No significant diagram varia-
tion was observed during this latter scan, showing that the
sample exhibits a fiber texture. We used an incident angle for
the x-ray beamv=14.2° corresponding to the Bragg angle of
the 111 reflection of the cubic silicon.

For the quantitative analysis of these x-ray diffracto-
grams, we used the material analysis using diffraction
sMAUDd program15 that combines theWIMV method,16 used
to solve the orientation distribution functionsODFd, with a
Rietveld analysis to extract the microstructural and structural
parameters. The integrated intensities, extracted by the Le
Bail method, are processed and corrected for the absorption,
volume variations, and delocalization effects.17 The instru-
mental resolution function has been determined by a full
mappingsin v , x, and 2u rangesd of our diffractometer space
using the NIST LaB6 powder standard18 used for the Inter-
national Crystallographic round-robin. By the deconvolution
of the instrumental broadening from the experimental profile
in the Fourier space, using the Lorentzian and Gaussian
parts19 of the profile, the crystallite size and microstrains of
the sample are calculated, respectively. Theshk,d depen-
dence of diffraction line broadening is determined in the pro-
gram by the use of the Popa rules based on the symmetrized
spherical harmonics that allow the modeling of the mean
crystallite shape.20 The thin-film thicknesses are additional
parameters fitted during the Rietveld refinement, imple-
mented in theMAUD package via the necessary intensity
corrections.21 These thicknesses have been compared to
those measured by profilometry, with a resolution of 10 nm,
using a Dektak3 ST instrument. In theMAUD program, the
errors on the refined parameters such as cell parameter, an-
isotropic sizes, and thicknesses, have been estimated as one
estimated standard deviation given by the least-square fit.
This corresponds to about 67% of the crystallites population
for a normal distribution law for the size distribution.

The QTA provides pole figures, which are normalized, in
order to be independent of porosity, crystal state, stresses,
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and thicknesses from film to film. This normalization is op-
erated through the calculation of distribution densities that
are expressed as multiples of a random distributionsmrdd.
The ODF allows then the recalculation of the experimental
pole figures for comparison with the observed data and first
reliability evaluation. The statistical ODF reliability is evalu-
ated by the calculation of theRP0 factors22 while the overall
texture strength is estimated byF2, the texture index value.23

Since we determined that our film textures are axially sym-
metric around the normal to the film planesfiber texturesd,
the inverse pole figure calculated for this normal direction
001 is a complete representation of the ODF. We then chose
to illustrate the exhibited textures using such inverse pole
figures. Data reduction and calculations of the inverse pole
figures were done using theGOMAN, POFINT,24 and
BEARTEX

25 packages, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. XRD results

1. X-ray diffraction pattern from single sample
orientation

To gain some insight on the crystallization degree of our
films we compare in Fig. 1 two typical XRD patterns re-
corded on samples B and B’ deposited on two different sub-
strates. The measurement carried out at a fixed low incident
angle of 0.5° allowed to magnify the irradiated volume and
avoided the long acquisition time necessary in the Bragg–
Brentano geometry. The background observed for sample B
is smoother than the one of sample B’. This latter exhibits
diffuse scattering for angles lower than 30°, revealing the
contribution of an amorphous part in the whole x-ray signal.
Consequently, at first sight, the crystalline fraction of the film
deposited ons100d-Si ssample Bd appears higher than its
counterpart for sample B’ grown ona-SiO2. However, the
spectrum of this latter would include the contribution part of
the amorphous substrate, preventing any quantitative esti-
mate of the crystalline fraction which would be determined

more appropriately further by RS. The diagram measured on
sample B shows a narrow peak coming from the single-
crystal substrate around 2u=51.5°, which corresponds to the
lCu/2 contribution of thes400d planes. Compared to this
latter peak, one can see that both patterns show strong line
broadening for the silicon nanocrystal film. Also, preferred
orientations of the crystallites are observedsthe peak inten-
sities are not the ones of a randomly oriented powderd. The
mean crystallite shape has been estimated in the first step
from a Debye–Scherrer analysis of theu–2u scans and taking
into account in this formula the instrumental broadening cor-
rection in the same angular range.26 We recall that the
Debye–Scherrer formula is valid only in the symmetrical
mode and assumes an isotropic shape of the coherent do-
mains. With our experimental configuration, the upper and
lower limits for size determination with this formula done by
the step of our measurementss0.01°d and by the choice of
the considered angular range around everyhk, reflection
s5°d are, respectively, 820 and 1.6 nm. The mean crystallites
shape is found to be an ellipsoid with an elongation along the
f111g direction, reaching a relatively large value of around
29 nm compared to the expected grain size.

However, in our case from a single measurement as the
one shown in Fig. 1, the mean crystallite sizes determination
is affected by peculiar artifacts. As a crystallographic texture
is present, for one measured orientation of the sample, only
somehhk,j planes are preferentially brought to diffraction,
while the others are not detected. Consequently, crystallite
sizes may be severely biased since they are only estimated
from these diffracting planes. Figure 2 illustrates these as-
pects for a sample exhibiting anisotropic crystallite shapes
with ellipsoids elongated along thef111g direction. In the
case of crystallites randomly oriented in the samplefFig.
2sadg, the mean crystallite size as deduced from the 111 line
is an average over the 111 multiplicity. Since for a single

FIG. 1. Asymmetric XRD patterns measured atv=0.5° for samples B and
B’ deposited, respectively, ons100d-Si anda-SiO2 substrates. Note, for ex-
ample, for sample B’ the strong anisotropic line broadening as attested by
the full width at half maximum values of 0.39° and 1.13°, respectively, for
the s111d and s220d reflections. The narrow peak at 51.5° is thelCu/2 con-
tribution of the Si single-crystal substrates400d planes and illustrates the
instrumental broadening arounds220d.

FIG. 2. Schematics of anisotropic crystallites havingsad a random orienta-
tion and sbd a texture with onef111g direction perpendicular to the film
plane.
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crystal of Si, thes111d plane is at 70.53° froms11̄1d , s111̄d,
and s1̄11d, the mean size alongk111l will take a value be-
tween the short and long axes of the ellipsoid. This approach
remains valid for anyhk, diffraction line, resulting in a sys-
tematic lowering of the shape anisotropy when calculated
from a single diagram. For the case of a textured sample
havings111d planes mostly parallel to the sample surface and
f111g elongated crystallites perpendicular to itfsee Fig. 2sbdg,
the long dimension of the crystallites is more favored than
the short one, which has to be probed with otherhk, lines.
However, the long dimension is still underestimated if lowv
values are used, because this configuration does not ensure to
probe the maximum of the distribution of the crystallites
orientation. Such biased estimations are often encountered in
works reporting silicon crystallite size determination using
the Scherrer formalism, resulting in overestimated sizes with
underestimate of shape anisotropy.27–30 We prefer this ap-
proach to the integral width approach,31 which Houbenet
al.32 used, or even better the direct Fourier deconvolution of
the signal from the x-ray profile17 used in this work.

The cell parameter of the silicon structure may also be
biased when determined from single pattern measurements.
If structural strains are imposed by the substrate or the small
crystal sizes, these ones will differ among differently ori-
entedshk,d planes, resulting in peak shifts not corresponding
to the mean shifts over all the orientations. In turn, a quan-
titative texture analysis will be difficult to perform without
the exact determination of the crystal structure.

2. Combined x-ray diffraction analysis

To overcome the aforementioned problems, we per-
formed measurements of the full diffraction diagrams for
multiple orientations of the sample. This allows one to obtain
a better estimate of the anisotropic shapes and cell parameter,
weighted by the volumic ratio of material in a given orien-
tation. This is achieved by the simultaneous analysis of the
anisotropic shape and the quantitative textures through the
so-called “combined refinement.”33,34 Furthermore, the pro-
cedure enables to refine the film thicknesssas probed by x
raysd.19 A typical full texture analysis involves the measure-
ments of a large number of diagrams, typically of the order
of 1000 for a grid resolution of 5° used heresfor as many
sample orientationd. However, due to the high crystal sym-
metry of Si, we only requirex scans up to 35°, and taking
into account that the texture is of fiber type onlyx scans can
be used. This lowers the number of diagrams to be measured
to eight corresponding to thex sample orientations. With
such measurements, for a cubic unit cell, we calculated using
the MIMA approach ofBEARTEX

23 that a minimum value of
four intersections of pole figure projection paths is obtained
for all orientation cellssFig. 3d. This ensures a satisfactory
determination of the ODF.35 Consequently, the texture reli-
ability factorsRP0 sRef. 20d as reported in Table I are gen-
erally around 1% and never exceed 3% hence attesting the
good ODF definition. This reliability is also demonstrated by
the comparison of experimental and simulated diffraction
diagrams using the combined analysissFig. 4d with reliabil-
ity factorsRB, Rw, andRexp around 5%.36 Such reliabilities,

if they could be achieved by simple texture parameter fits
such as those used in the March–Dollase37 or Lotgering38

approaches, would not correspond to a physically under-
standable model of the texture in our case, because of the
fairly complex ODF of our samples, as will be seen in the
next sections.

3. Stress-free crystal structure

Whatever the deposition conditions and the substrate
consideredsTable Id, the film structure was found to be con-
sistent with a regular diamond cubic structure of Si with a
cell parametera around 5.44 Å. The observed values are
always larger than those for bulk silicon and correspond to a
mean lattice expansion ofDa/a=0.07%–0.28%. However,
no peak shift was observed when tilting the samples inx,
which indicates that the measured cell parameters correspond
to the stress-free state of the silicon nanoparticles. This im-
plies a thermodynamic origin of the larger cell parameters
compared to the bulk, the surface energy taking a progres-
sively larger influence as the crystallite size decreases. Such
cell parameters are indeed larger than that reported in the
literature for microcrystalline silicon films for similar film
thicknesses.39 However, the anisotropic expansion of the cell
parameters reported in Ref. 39 when tilting the sample is
interpreted as a tetragonalization of the unit cell. Such a unit-
cell distortion is much more probably due in our opinion, to
the effect of residual stresses stabilized in their films, and
which are absent in our filmsswe did not observe any peak
shift when tilting the samplesd. Faivre and Bellet40 observed
also a lower lattice expansion on porous siliconsPSd layers
obtained by electrochemical etching of single-crystal silicon.
In this case, the PS layer is nearly single crystalline and still
under single-crystal stress, giving less deformation of the
layer, while in our case the crystal size effect predominates
on porosity effects.

4. Crystallographic texture

For a given substrate, if the overall texture strength of
the films appears almost constant, the XRD characterizations
show that the texture components are evolving as thed dis-
tances increase. Figure 5 illustrates this evolution of 2u dia-

FIG. 3. Plot in cubic crystal reference frame with the evaluation of the
orientation space coverage for the analyzed radial distributions. The levels
are the numbers of observations per ODF cell. Notice that all the cells are
determined by at least four observations whereas a minimum requirement of
three is mandatory. Linear scale and equal area projection.
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grams recorded atv=14.2° andx=0, for two films deposited
on a-SiO2 at interelectrode distancesd=10 cm and d
=4 cm. While a strong 111 peak is observed ford=10 cm
ssample Ed, this peak is strongly reduced atd=4 cmssample
Ad. All the examined films are exhibiting fiber textures with
multiple fiber components.20 Figure 6 illustrates this multiple
component fiber texture for sample E, using the five radial
density profiles of the main pole figures recalculated from
the ODF refined by the combined analysis on our XRD spec-
tra. Two main components of orientation are observed with
k111l andk400l directions aligned close to the film E normal
sfrom x=0°–10°d, as denoted by the density reinforcement
of these two corresponding profilesfFigs. 6sad and 6sbdg.
However, other fiber components may exist in this film,
which would not be detected using only these five radial
distributions, because the available 2u range of our instru-
ment would not provide more measurable distributions in
this system. The other potential components are included in
all the measured profiles but are not easily seen from them
since they are located at highx values and are overlapped

with others. A full representation of all fiber components is
seen in inverse pole figuressFig. 7d. As evidenced on this
figure, films deposited ona-SiO2 substrates show a large
texture dependence with the interelectrode distance. Al-
though the overall texture strength of the films appears al-
most unaffected by thed variation fwith F2 values around
1.2 mrd2 at maximum and 001 inverse pole figure maxima
not larger than 2 mrdsTable Idg, the resulting texture com-
ponents are strongly influenced. The closest distancessample
Ad favors an orientation withk110l directions aligned with
the films normal as a major texture componentsFig. 7d
whereas minor components are also observed withk100l and
k124l directions of crystallites along the normal. Thek110l
orientation is destabilized for distances larger than 4 cm and
is no longer present ford=6 cmssample Bd. This k110l com-
ponent removal is accompanied by a slight tilt of thek100l
swhich could correspond to akh0,l alignment with, around
11d and the appearance of a large component centered on
k221l-like orientation. Since this component is largely dis-

TABLE I. List of structural and microstructural parameters of the films resulting from the refinement and associated reliability factorsR sRw: weighted,RB:
Bragg,Rexp: experimental, andRP0: ODF factor for all distribution densitiesd. The texture index isF2. Numbers in parentheses represent errors on the last digit
as estimated by one standard deviation. The thicknesses measured by profilometry are with a resolution of 10 nm.

Sample d scmd a sÅd Measured thicknesssnmd

RX
thickness

snmd

Anisotropic sizessÅd Texture parameters Reliability factorss%d

Maximum Minimum F2 RP0 Rw RB Rexp

f111g f220g f311g smrdd smrdd smrd2d

A 4 5.4466s3d 700 ¯ 94 s3d 20 s1d 27 s1d 1.95 0.4 1.12 1.72 4.0 3.7 3.5
B 6 5.4439s2d 1350 711s50d 101 s3d 20 s1d 22 s1d 1.39 0.79 1.01 0.71 4.9 4.3 4.2
C 7 5.4346s4d 1530 519s60d 99 s3d 40 s1d 52 s2d 1.72 0.66 1.05 0.78 4.3 4.0 3.9
D 8 5.4461s2d 1465 1447s66d 100 s3d 22 s1d 33 s1d 1.57 0.63 1.04 0.90 5.5 4.6 4.5
E 10 5.4462s2d 1470 1360s80d 98 s3d 20 s1d 25 s1d 1.22 0.82 1.01 0.56 5.0 3.9 4.0
F 12 5.4452s3d 1208 1110s57d 85 s2d 22 s1d 26 s1d 1.59 0.45 1.05 1.08 4.2 3.5 3.7
B’ 6 5.4387s3d 1350 1307s50d 89 s3d 22 s1d 28 s1d 1.84 0.71 1.01 1.57 5.2 4.7 4.2
F’ 12 5.4434s2d 1200 1214s18d 88 s3d 22 s1d 24 s1d 2.77 0.50 1.12 2.97 5.0 4.5 4.3

FIG. 4. Typical XRD diagram measuredscrossesd on sample Dsd=8 cmd at differentx positionssx=0° at bottom andx=35° at topd showing the broad and
anisotropic-diffracted lines and the corresponding simulated spectrassolid lined. The bottom and top diagrams correspond to the difference diagramsobserved
calculatedd for, respectively,x=0° and 35°. Inset shows the texture presence by thex scans of the three main integrated intensitiessbackground is subtractedd.
Note the particularly high 311 intensity and the nonconstant variations of the lines withx. The diagrams have been shifted vertically for a better understanding.
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tributed, it corresponds to a set of closely oriented directions
such ask332l , k443l , k554l, …, that can be present in this
film, too. An interesting behavior is the progressive shift of
this latter component towards ak111l orientation for increas-
ing d ssamples B–F, see Fig. 7 at the bottom for checking
indicesd. Comparing films B and E, one clearly sees the gen-
eral trend starting in B from orientations aroundk221l and
reachingk443l or k553l in E. However, if the texture com-
ponent would tend to coincide with ak111l orientation for
largestd’s sthat is along the largest dimension of the crystal-
litesd, no purek111l orientation is observed that would cor-
respond to a favored growth at the bulk state in the diamond
structures.41 Furthermore, for the largest distancessample Fd
a k112l orientation starts to appear. Thek100l-inclined ori-
entation is fully removed for intermediate distancesssamples
C and Dd, then reappears for larger distances up to 12 cm.

Using s100d-Si single crystals as substrates strongly sta-
bilizes thek100l orientationsFig. 7d. Since in our elaboration
conditions hydrogen species etch the native Si oxide layer of
the substrate, this orientation may correspond to a heteroepi-
taxial component withf100g directions of the film aligned
with the ones of the substrate. However, no heteroepitaxial
but fiber texture is observed, implying that, if heteroepitaxy
takes place at the interface with the substrate, it is rapidly
removed through the thickness of the film. This would origi-
nate from island growing directly on the bares100d-Si sub-
strate, which stack into fiber textures along thef100g direc-
tion, a process helped by combining small crystals having
large unit-cell parameters with partial crystallization of the
films. This fiber texture preludes the columnar structure evi-
denced in Sec. III B by TEM and which is favored by the
crystallization mechanism induced by the SiH2 species iden-
tified by FTIR as reported and discussed furthersSec. III Cd.

The minimum values of the ODFsTable Id are relatively
high, from 0.4 to 0.82 mrd, indicating that 40%–82% of the
volume of the material is randomly orientedsnot texturedd.
The texturation of the crystalline part of the film seems to be
favored at low and highd valuesstypically lower than 6 cm
and larger than 10 cmd whereas the textured volumic ratio is
about 72% in average for 6 cm,d,10 cm. Comparing

films B and F to B’ and F’, respectively, one can observe that
this texturing effect at large distance is favored by the
a-SiO2 substrates, even though it does not correspond to the
development of the same texture components. Due to the
relatively high random component, any anisotropic property
than one could observe on such materials will then be the

FIG. 5. Asymmetric XRD scans obtained with an incident anglev=14.2°,
corresponding to the Bragg angle of thes111d reflection, forx=0°. Note the
strong decrease of the 111 line for sample Asd=4 cmd compared to sample
E sd=10 cmd.

FIG. 6. Characteristic radial density profiles of the main pole figures recal-
culated from the ODF and refined in the combined analysis using theMAUD

program for sample E:sad h111j andh200j, sbd h311j andh400j, andscd h331j
distributions.
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consequence of only 60%–18% of the total volume, hereby
considerably decreasing the probability of observation of
such anisotropy.

Considering the numerous textural components present
in the same film, a texture discussion from the simple dif-
fracted intensity or intensity ratio, as often reported in the
literature28,29,42–44is a very hazardous task. Authors generally
find k110l orientations coming from columnar growth
at relatively high temperaturesstypically in the range

of 600–700 °Cd, while our low-temperature process only pro-
duces this kind of orientation at small interelectrode
distances,45,46 and is interpreted by a fastest growth along
k110l directions. However,k110l-preferred growth cannot by
itself only explain the columnar microstructure since six
crystallographically equivalentf110g directions would act,
resulting in more isotropic growth shapes. Also, sincef111g-
elongated crystallites are found in this work whatever the
texture, includingk110l-oriented films,f111g is probably the

FIG. 7. sad–sfd 001 inverse pole figures for samples deposited ona-SiO2 ssamples A–F, respectivelyd and ons100d Si for sgd samples B’ andshd F’; sid their
corresponding pole locations are indicated by their Miller indices in the crystal frame. Equal area projections and linear distribution density scale.
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largest growth speed at the conditions used for our films.
This is coherent with observations by Yanget al.,47 which
revealed mixtures ofk111l and k311l orientations at moder-
ate temperatures in polycrystalline silicon. However, a direct
comparison with polycrystalline films is not straightforward
since our films are containing amorphous silicon in a non-
negligible amount. Such an amorphous content can give rise
to more homogeneous nucleation and may explain why we
do not observe in our nanocrystalline films the same orien-
tation dependency with thickness and temperature as other
authors.45–50 Also, since no stress could be observed, no
stress-driven texture development model48 can be applied.

5. Texture versus cell parameter

Concerning the correlation between the unit cell and the
texture components, one can observe that when one of the
major texture componentssi.e., k100l , k110l, and the nearly
k111l orientationd is stabilized, the cell parameter tends to be
larger for both kinds of substrates. For instance, comparing
films A and B ona-SiO2, in which the highest texture com-
ponent isk110l, the unit-cell parameter is 5.4466±0.0003 Å
in film A which shows the largest texture strengthshighest
texture indexd, whereas the lesser textured film B exhibits a
cell parametera=5.4439±0.0002 Å. The same tendency oc-
curs for films deposited ons100d Si ssamples B’ and F’d,
which exhibit both a strongerk100l texture, the largest cell
parameter being observed for the highest texture of film F’.
In films C and D, the observed highest orientation neark111l
is concomitant to the largest cell parameter observed in our
films whereas intermediate texturessfilms C and Fd result in
smaller unit cells. For similar texture strengths such as those
for films A and B’, thek100l orientation seems to result in
relatively lower cell parameter. Using high-resolution x-ray
diffraction, Faivre and Bellet40 observe a slight anisotropic
deformation of the lattice, a less lattice expansion being ob-
served for PS layers elaborated by etchings100d than s111d
single-crystal silicon. They observe on individual crystals
what we statistically observe via QTA information, but our
nanocrystals are much expanded due to their small sizes.

6. Anisotropic mean crystallite sizes

The strong and anisotropic broadening of the diffracted
lines observed in Fig. 1 is due to anisotropic shapes of indi-
vidual crystallites. Thanks to the combined analysis, the
mean crystallite shape was refined, corrected for texture ef-
fects. Whatever the deposition conditions and the substrate
nature, the mean crystallite shape corresponds to an ellipsoid
elongated along thef111g direction and almost isotropic in
perpendicular directionssTable Id. As schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 8, the average crystallite size alongf111g is
around 90 Å for sample Dswhich is around four times less
than the value estimated by the Scherrer formulad and 20–40
Å in the perpendicular directions. The crystal shape aniso-
tropy is therefore much larger than the one deduced from
single pattern analysis.

In our films, we could not detect any significant Gauss-
ian contribution in any of the peakssno microstrains are
presentd. This observation means on one hand that the

nanocrystals have nicely grown without internald-spacing
dispersion, and on the other hand that no dispersion ofd
spacing from crystal to crystal exists in a given film.

Whatever the substrate nature no purek111l texture
could be observed, but a systematic elongation of the crys-
tallites along this direction. This apparent absence of corre-
lation between orientation and crystal shapes is the conse-
quence of the growth interruption induced by the fabrication
process, preventing more regular growth schemes from oc-
curing such as in heteroepitaxial growing. However, looking
closer at mean crystal sizes alongk111l andk220l directions,
one observes that films in which thek100l orientation is
present show a smaller crystal shape anisotropy. Ons100d-Si
substrates exhibiting a strongk100l orientation, but also for
film F on a-SiO2, thek111l mean dimension is around 85 Å,
while that alongk220l is around 22 Å. Sample A exhibiting a
major k110l orientation but still a minork100l showsk111l
mean dimension around 94 Å, at least 5 Å less than films
without thek100l componentssamples B, C, D, and Ed. In-
terestingly, Houbenet al.32 found similar crystallite sizes in
nontextured and microstrain-free microcrystalline films; but
with a reverse relationship of the shape anisotropy. Com-
pared to our results on textured films, this definitely tends to
demonstrate a textural relationship on anisotropic crystal
shapes.

7. Profilometry and XRD thicknesses

According to profilometry measurements, the thick-
nesses of all films, except A, are around 1300 nmsTable IId.
The thicknesses refined by XRD and measured by
profilometry are in good agreement for films deposited at
larger distances ona-SiO2 and whatever the distance for
films deposited on Sisfilms D–F’d. For these films we ob-
serve, however, a systematically slightly smaller thickness by
XRD. Thicknesses deduced by XRD for filmssA–Cd depos-
ited at distances lower than 7 cm ona-SiO2 are showing
large discrepancies with the ones measured by profilometry
sapproximately half the profilometry value for films B and
Cd. For film A, the thickness is even not determinable by
XRD sthe refinement procedure divergesd.

FIG. 8. Schematic mean crystallite shape for sample D represented in a
cubic cell, as refined using the Popa approach and exhibiting a strong elon-
gation alongf111g.
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Since the XRD-related thicknesses are refined from the
diffracted intensity19 scrystalline part of the filmsd, these ef-
fects may be assigned to the presence of an amorphous sili-
con phase or to porosity. Since for the thinnest filmssample
Ad no XRD value could be obtained, a larger porosity or
amorphous phase development is expected at the first growth
stages, but none of the two techniques is able to discern
between amorphous phase or porosity.

8. X-ray reflectivity

Although our films are too thick to allow the observation
of oscillation in our x-ray reflectivity spectra, the critical
angle value can provide a measurement of the mean elec-
tronic density of the layers. Figures 9sad and 9sbd show typi-
cal specular reflectivity curves recorded for sample Esd
=10 cmd and sample Bsd=6 cmd, respectively. In addition

to the absence of oscillation, as expected, the decrease of the
curve in scattering wave-vector transferqz is very pro-
nounced, indicating a roughness dominated phenomenon. We
can observe two regimes in the curves: a first strong decrease
after the total reflection regime which extends up to about
0.03 Å−1 and a second regime between 0.03 and 0.07 Å−1,
before the curves reach asymptotically the background.
These two regimes prevent a correct refinement by a single
layer model. A thin overlayer with a higher roughness has to
be considered in the model in order to reproduce the high
surface roughness as introduced, for instance, by Fujiwaraet
al.51 In such a layer, thickness, absorption, roughness, and
the critical scattering wave-vector transferqc are strongly
correlated and only characterize the average electron density
of a strongly rough and porous media. The XRR results for
the two films are detailed in Table II. The strong decrease
corresponds to a root-mean-square roughnesssrms of 80 Å
for the top layer of sample E, as refined by a Fresnel formal-
ism, giving a predominant contribution of the background for
q larger than 0.07 Å−1. On the figure we indicate for com-
parison a 1/q4 power-law decrease valid for a perfectly flat
surface. The critical scattering wave-vector transferqc for the
bulk of the film sdeep layerd is 0.02945 Å−1, corresponding
to a mean electron density of 0.62 e−Å−3. These values are
lower than those for bulk silicon52 s0.0316 Å−1 and
0.708 e−Å−3, respectivelyd, which is a clear indication of the
porosity of the films. From these analyses, the mean electron
density increases with the distanced sin sample B it takes the
value of 0.02724 Å−1d for both top and covered layers, lead-
ing to a better understanding of the small XRD thickness
refined for the thinner filmssTable Id. Due to a large rough-
ness, the electron density of the material is considerably
lower in the top layers as denoted by the difference inqc

values. The roughness of the films is not extended by more
than 170 Å in sample E with a mean value of 80 Å.

XRR is a useful investigation method to probe the film
porositiessPd. Buttard et al.53 proposed an approach using
the ratio between the measured critical anglesucd and the
theoretical bulk value for siliconsuc Si=0.222°d

P = 1 − suc/uc Sid2. s1d

For large distancesssample E,d=10 cmd in our films we
obtain porosities near 13% in the bulk of the material and
30% in the near-surface region, i. e., in a probed layer thick-
ness of about 10 nm. However, such porosity reaches 26%
and 40%, respectively, at smaller distancesssample B,d
=6 cmd. Since our films are composed of mixed amorphous

TABLE II. List of the refined parameters available using reflectivity analysis for samples Bsd=6 cmd and E
sd=10 cmd : qc represents the critical wave vector,b the absorption coefficient,srms the roughness, andP the
porosity of the two layers used for the refinement. Numbers in parentheses represent errors on the last digit.

Distancesd Layers qc P srms bs10−7d XRR thickness
scmd sÅ−1d s%d sÅd snmd

10 Covered layer 0.02945s5d 13 s3d 12.9s2d 1.8 s2d 1200 s1d
Top layer 0.0265s7d 30 s4d 80 s1d 0.29s2d 16.7s9d

6 Covered layer 0.02724s5d 26 s3d 6.6s5d 1.8 s1d 1210 s2d
Top layer 0.0245s1d 40 s5d 69 s1d 0.31s6d 10.8s6d

FIG. 9. Experimental and refined x-ray reflectivity curvessad for sample E
sd=10 cmd and sbd sample Bsd=6 cmd. The 1/q4 curve illustrates at large
qz’s a sample without roughness.
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and crystalline particles with different mean electron densi-
ties, such an approach results in a slightly biased estimation
of the real porosity. However, it strongly underlines the po-
rous character of the films.

B. TEM

The discrepancy observed between the XRD and profilo-
metry thicknesses is mainly attributed to the film porosity.
Such a porosity is illustrated in Fig. 10 on cross-sectional
TEM images of samples B and F for which Raman spectra
analysessreported belowd indicate a crystalline ratio of 80%
and 68%, respectively. These micrographs exhibit a highly
columnar structure of silicon, similar to that observed by
Vallat-Sauvainet al.29 and Houbenet al.,32 with an average
column width lower than 30 nmssample Fd, within a highly
porous and amorphous environment near the top of the
layer10 finset of Fig. 10sadg. In contrast, an almost complete
crystallization with a relatively compact tissue is observed in
the deep region. These observations provide strong support
to the necessary introduction of two layers for the earlier-
mentioned refinement of the XRR curves. Contrary to the
observations reported in Refs. 29,32, the selected area dif-
fraction diagramfsee inset of Fig. 10sbdg does not show any
amorphous contribution, but a polycrystalline powderlike
pattern with strong reinforcements. These latter indicate the
presence of larger crystallites in the probed volume. For the
lower distances, the columns are shorter and unconnected
along the depth of the film probably due to the accumulation
of nanopowders, whereas the column contrast appears more

homogeneous for largerd’s. This is coherent with the in-
crease of the compactness withd already shown by XRR.

The TEM observations are consistent with those reported
by many authors29,51,54and also with our XRD analyses, pro-
viding coherent domain sizes lower than 10 nm on average.
These domains are much smaller than the apparent crystal
sizes probed by TEM, and porosity, resulting in small appar-
ent XRD thicknesses. Indeed, there is noa priori relationship
between coherent domain sizes as determined by diffraction
and grains as seen in an image model by TEM. Some authors
even report columnar growth of perfectly amorphous
silicon.55 For a direct comparison of XRD and TEM crystal-
lite shapes and sizes, we report a high-resolution TEM image
of the near-surface region of the film B in Fig. 10sad. It
shows individual single crystallites embedded in a locally
amorphous silicon matrix and approximately of the size and
shape of XRD mean values. From the figure scale bar one
can see the perfectly coherent results obtained by the two
techniques.

Contrary to Houbenet al.32 no microtwinnings could be
observed in our films, as expected, since our films present a
columnar growth resulting in fiber textures, i.e., without ori-
entation relationship in the plane of the samples.

C. Crystalline ratio and hydrogen content

RS studies have been carried out in order to determine
the crystalline volume fractionfc. In the particular case of
silicon films with a mixed composition of amorphous and
nanocrystalline phases, the Raman spectrum exhibits two
main contributions for the transverse opticalsTOd Si–Si Ra-
man mode: a broad Gaussian-like component located around
480 cm−1 and a second Lorentzian one located at 518 cm−1,
both related, respectively, to the amorphous and the nano-
crystalline phases. Thefc values are then obtained by the
following relation:56

fc = Ic/sIc + gIad s2d

with Ia and Ic the deconvoluted intensities of the Si–Si TO
components located, respectively, at 480 and 518 cm−1. The
term g corresponds to the ratio of the relative Raman-
scattering cross sections between the amorphous and crystal-
line Raman modes. Theg value depends both on form and
size of the crystallites. We adopt for our work ag value of
1.423 as suggested in Ref. 56. The assumption of equivalent
signal efficiency for amorphous and crystalline phases54,57

leads to an overestimate offc. The crystalline Raman Si–Si
TO modes of concern exhibit a high local symmetry, which
removes any textural effects from the crystalline part.

Figure 11 shows the evolution offc with d for the films
deposited ona-SiO2. Whatever the target-substrate spacing
d, fc exceeds 60%. This is why we probably do not see any
amorphous signal in the XRD diagrams, amorphous signals
being broad and for such small volumes overlapped with the
background, even on the nonamorphous Si substrates. More-
over, the lack of Raman shift for the Si–Si TO mode in the
different analyzed films is consistent with the absence of
residual stress as asserted from our XRD analyses. An abrupt
increment offc sof around 30%d is observed for sample A

FIG. 10. Typical cross-section TEM images of samples deposited atsad d
=6 cm ssample Bd and sbd d=12 cm ssample Fd, with in inset the corre-
sponding selected area electron diffractionsSAEDd pattern. The area limited
on sad by the rectangular frame is magnified on the right side and put in
evidence the presence of nanograinsspointed out by white arrowsd embed-
ded in an amorphous environment.
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deposited at the closest distancesd=4 cmd in comparison
with sample Esd=14 cmd, that could be related to the col-
lection of nanopowders formed in the near-cathode region
for dø7 cm, as reported elsewhere.10

The highfc valuess.60%d are compatible with the low
concentration of bonded hydrogenCH slower than 1 at. %d,
as calculated from the integrated intensity of the FTIR band
around 640 cm−1.28,58 The detection in FTIR spectra of the
bending modes around 880–890 cm−1 suggests the presence
of the SiH2 species.59 The decrease of the bending mode
whend is lowered, is indicative of an important decrease of
the SiH2 species fordø7 cm, region where a strong forma-
tion of Si nanopowder is observed.10 This suggests that the
formation of Si nanopowder for lower distances is due to the
consumption of the highly sticking SiH2 radicals, which be-
come, hence, less available for the columnar growth mecha-
nism of silicon.60 Furthermore, we recall that the insertion of
this nanopowder formed near the target is responsible for the
increment offc considering that the Raman probes the near-
surface region.10,61 Complementary studies by mass spec-
trometry and optical emission spectroscopy are necessary in
order to check these hypotheses via a full characterization of
the reactive plasma.

D. AFM

Figure 12 shows the AFM pattern for the film deposited

at the edge distance limiting the region of powder production
ssample C,d=7 cmd. Although the surface roughness has
been shown to depend on the hydrogen partial pressure,61 it
remains relatively high for a degree of hydrogen-diluted ar-
gon percentage of 80% with a root-mean-square roughness
rmsq estimated to 7 nm for this sample. This value is fully
coherent with the corresponding one of 4 nm calculated from
XRR curves, since porosity is located mainly at the top of
the layer. Differentrmsq values are reported in the literature:
using low-pressure chemical-vapor depositionsLPCVDd and
deposition temperatures around 550 °C. Modreanuet al.42

obtain similar roughnesss7–12 nmd, while Fujiwaraet al.51

report values as high as 50 nm for PECVD samples depos-
ited at temperatures comparable to ours. In this case, the
PECVD seems to favor at 220 °C the growth of large crystals
which induce larger roughness ranging from 18 to more than
100 nm.29,51

The use of radio-frequency PECVD by some authors29,51

near 220 °C favored grain growth and then larger crystals
than the ones we observed here, resulting in a considerably
larger roughness, from 18 to more than 100 nm. However,
the use of PECVD at 360 °C by Nakahataet al.43 results in
microcrystalline films exhibiting 5-nm roughness only, as de-
termined by spectroscopic ellipsometry, fork100l-textured
samples. This would suggest some correlation between the
k100l orientations and the low roughness, useful for thin-film
transistor applications whereas rough surface could be some-
how required for solar cell devices.55 However, the use of the
reactive magnetron sputtering technique allowed us to
achieve lower roughness in the low deposition temperature
ranges200 °Cd, which would make the films obtained by this
technique suitable for field-effect thin-film transistor devices.
The low roughness observed in our films seems to be inde-
pendent of the texture of the films, mono- or multicompo-
nents, even if thek100l orientation would be more attractive
for thin-film transistorsTFTd sdue to the relatively smaller
defect density induced at the oxide-silicon interface for these
planesd.

E. Optical properties

The detailed structural characteristics reported so far
have been correlated to some physical features such as the
optical properties of our layers. To this aim, optical absorp-
tion measurements have been performed and Fig. 13 com-
pares the evolution withd of the refractive index,n, and of
the Taucet al.13 gap,Eg, often used to estimate the optical
band gap. The optical absorption coefficienta follows the
Tauc et al. relation13 in the high absorption regionsa
<10−4 cm−1d

saEd1/2 = BsE − Egd, s3d

whereB is a constant andE is the incident photon energy. By
plotting saEd1/2 vs E, Eg can be obtained by the extrapolation
of the linear part of the graph to the zero ordinatefsaEd1/2

=0g. The refractive indexn exhibits an abrupt increase with
d before some tendency to saturate for largerd values. This
behavior is strictly opposite to those of the speed deposition
vd snot illustrated hered and ofEg. Whenvd is low, the spe-

FIG. 11. Evolution of the crystalline fractionfC vs the interelectrode dis-
tanced as deduced from Raman spectroscopy. Line is only a guide for eyes.

FIG. 12. Typical three-dimensional AFM micrograph for sample C
sd=7 cmd.
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cies sticking at the layer surface are more able to diffuse and
contribute therefore to the relaxation of the structure. The
inverse is also valid since a highvd implies a strong rate of
sticking species that hinders the diffusion at the surface and,
consequently, the network relaxation. This would lead to the
formation of microcavities which explains the low values of
n for larged values compared to the case of close electrodes
sd,7 cmd where the formed nanopowders are collected,
hence accentuating the porosity, as observed by our x-ray
analyses. In general, ourn values reflecting the presence of
some microcavity density are comparable to those reported
elsewhere62,63and would be due to the desorption of volatile
species upon crystallization.64 Concerning the Taucet al.gap
Eg, the relatively high values observedsFig. 13d cannot be
uniquely explained by the usual recovery of the dangling
bonds by hydrogensCH is lower than 1 at. % in our filmsd.
Comparable values have been reported by Furukawa and
Miyasato65 that suggest an origin lying in the quantum con-
finement effect, which widens the gap for their 2.5-nm Si
grains. As already observed by TEM, some of the Si grains
in our sputtered samples, and particularly collected in the
nanopowder formed for the lowerd values, are smaller than
the critical value for quantum confinements5 nmd, leading to
widen the band gap. However, the presence of significant
density of microcavities is liable to induce similarly some
widening of the band gap. Consequently, it is quite reason-
able to consider that the high values ofEg are due to the
combined effect of the nanosized scale of some grains and to
a certain porosity.

IV. CONCLUSION

A precise characterization of thin nanocrystalline silicon
films prepared by reactive sputtering has been carried out
using a newly developed x-ray diffraction technique as well
as scattering techniquessRaman and FTIR spectroscopiesd,
electron microscopy, and AFM measurements. In given con-
ditions, both the target to substrate distance and the substrate
nature control the crystalline fraction of the films as well as
their structural, textural, and microstructural features. The
grown nanocrystals exhibit anisotropic shapes elongated
along thef111g direction and embedded in a partially porous
and amorphous medium, and the films exhibit larger porosi-

ties near the surface. The observed textures are fiberlike but
with many components varying with the distance and never
reaching the exactk111l orientation. The film structure is
free of stress and microstrain, and the unit cell of the silicon
nanopowders is always larger than the bulk silicon. Slight
correlation between the stabilized textures and structures
could be observed, so are with the anisotropic crystal shapes.
The behaviors of both the refractive indexn and optical gap
Eg of the films are shown to be closely correlated to these
structural features, and particularly to the crystal sizes and
presence of microcavities.
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